SEEDS is a robust, seamless way to create and manage student referrals and IEPs that meet state and federal requirements.

A one-stop hub to access and track all Special Education data, SEEDS saves users time by auto-filling repetitive student information. It is fully integrated with the ADAPT - ADA Paperwork Template.

SEEDS provides live customer service support and continually improves its product, adding real-time updates from the state.

SEEDS is a complete package, including modules for student information, IEPs, school-based services, reimbursements, reporting and class list management.

The secure system also features automatic, off-site, remote back-up, so your data is safe.

SEEDS shares data directly with WISEdata, providing tools that easily verify and compare results for accuracy.

Permissions are assigned at the individual user level. Users can see and utilize only the components to which they have access.

WHAT CUSTOMERS SAY ABOUT SEEDS:

"Phenomenal support" | "Easiest system to learn and use" | "Incredible program"
"Very user friendly" | "Real-time updates"
"All information in one location"

Read more at cesa6.org/seeds/testimonials
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